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Context
 DRC has important

governance and security
issues since its
independence
 Armed conflict in East
Congo 1999 – 2006
 Important population
displacements
 Multiple international
interventions, often
chaotic

DRC

Memisa intervention

Ituri

Memisa’s interventions
 Emergency interventions when the conflict was most

heavy (2003 – 2006)
 Structural interventions to keep facilities functioning
 Re-integration of ex-militia
 Rehabilitation and reconstruction of health facilities

Logic of interventions:
 Sustainability thinking despite the conflict
 Assure continuity of existing health facilities

 Right to healthcare as a key-principle
 Opportunity of strategic partnerships & inter-sector

collaboration
 Engaging the population and local actors in
activities and decision making (health committees ,
community participation)

Conceptual framework
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Conceptual framework
Development

context

Objective

Range of non-development non-emergency situations

Disaster/
Emergency

Unstable government ↔ Chronic conflict ↔ acute ‘classic’ conflict ↔ acute exacerbation

Develop comprehensive Prevent excess mortality,
Prevent social services from
health services, increase maintain social structures, &
further degradation
participation and encourage reinforce social services
autonomy
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Prevent excess mortality,
create more healthy
environment & allow
reconstruction of households

Conceptual framework: approaches
Capacity building of district
management teams 
empowered to start
reconstructing the health
system
2004 – 2004:
2005: collaboration
refugees in with
Ugandacommunity
on the other
side of
2008: people volunteered to
demobilization
Albert
back across
of lake
help cleaning the hospital As
andof 2003: local initiatives
and came
re-insertion
program of
thea lake for ex-military
medical care
risk sharing and creation of
rehabilitate HC; they bring
in in
Nizi
DRC
back medical material “lost”
social
in fund were encouraged
the forest

As of 2002: subsidized fee-forepisode payment lowered
threshold to access
consultations without
destabilizing the system (not
free)

2003 – 2004: distribution of
food/ non-food/ medicines/
medical material & equipment
(with preference to local
purchase)
2006: re-opening of provincial
referral laboratory of Bunia to
be able to stay reactive to the
many epidemics occurring

2008: acceleration of process
2004-2005: reopening of the
of re-establishing provincial
hospital of Nyankunde –
medical authority
supply of material & drugs 
nurses came back  people
came back
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Conclusion
 Not emergency Aid OR Structural Aid but how to get

the most out of the “structural potential” of any
situation
 Keeping health facilities open generates hope, trust
and a dynamic of reconstruction
 The certainty of access to medical care contributes to

the feeling of social and personal security (directly
influencing conflict transformation)
 Impact?  qualitative data more than quantitative;
how to bring evidence into practice!
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